REBRAND | WHITE LOTUS GROUP

“I was skeptical when I
started looking for a branding
partner to help move my
company forward. The fees
creative agencies charge
were daunting, and difficult
to tabulate a proper ROI.
However, Damon’s process
paid dividends in the form of
exposure and value-added
recognition for our new
brand. For us, it’s a long-term
investment we’re happy we
made.”
Arun Agarwal, Owner
White Lotus Group
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These guidelines describe the visual elements
that represent White Lotus Group’s corporate
identity. This includes our name, logo and other
elements such as color, type and graphics.
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These guidelines reflect White Lotus Group’s
commitment to quality, consistency and style.
The White Lotus Group brand, including the
logo, name, colors and identifying elements,
are valuable company assets.
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OVERVIEW

Optimal Performance

Using Photography

Maximizing results to our stakeholders
with the most efficient solution.

A natural, light, airy photography
style will help the White Louts
Group brand attract and engage
prospects.

Commitment
Intensely focused on delivering our
promise with passion and dedication.
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Vision
Projecting an inspired strategy for the
future by anticipating opportunities.

ICONOGRAPHY
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Logo Usage on
Photography
The full-color version of the
logo should always remain on
it’s gray box background, even
when placed over a photo.

High-quality photographs are
powerful in our marketing
efforts making our brand
recognizable and trustworthy
to stakeholders. Be sure to
choose images that convey
exactly what our business
stands for.

Environment

Creativity

Our icons help to support
and communicate ideas or
themes. Icons can be used
wherever they are needed to
add context or visual interest.

Sending a consistent and controlled message
of who we are is essential to presenting a strong,
unified image of our company.
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Clear Space

Using Icons

The solid gray logo should
only be used on light colored
photographs.
The solid white logo should
be used on dark toned
photographs.

Vehicle

Utilizing our dynamic approach
to deliver imaginative possibilities
through relentless exploration.

Trust
Building confidence in our authentic
relationships through transparency
and collaboration.
Website

BRAND VALUES

Unacceptable Logo Uses
The White Lotus Group logo
needs to be clearly noticeable
and readable. Avoid placing
the logo on a complicated
photograph that would
compromise readability.
The following examples
illustrate situations where the
logo is used incorrectly.
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Do not put the logo on an angle.

APPLICATIONS

Color Palette
These colors represent the main
color palette of White Lotus
Group moving forward. Using
these colors consistently, will
over time allow White Lotus
Group to own them.

Do not vertically scale the logo.
Do not horizontally scale the logo.
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PRIMARY COLOR
GRAY

PRIMARY COLOR
WHITE

COLOR CODES

COLOR CODES

COLOR CODES

Pantone: 108
CMYK:
C-0, M-5, Y-98, K-0
RGB:
R-254, G-219, B-0
HTML:
FEDB00

Pantone: Cool Gray 10
CMYK:
C-40, M-30, Y-20, K-66
RGB:
R-99, G-102, B-106
HTML:
63666A

CMYK: C-0, M-0, Y-0, K-0
RGB:
R-255, G-255, B-255
HTML: FFFFFF

A spacing unit designated as
“X” will indicate the minimum
clear space that must surround
the logo in all reproductions.
“X” is the height of the letter
forms in the word “WHITE”.
As the logo reduces and
enlarges, the spacing
unit “X” also reduces and
enlarges. Leave one “X” space
surrounding the logo.

White may be used when none
of the other colors are available.

Do not allow typography,
graphics or photography
to encroach into this “X”
clear space.

Do not change the colors of the logo.

LOGO USAGE
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Gotham is a sans-serif typeface
with a geometric structure inspired
by a form of architectural
that achieved popularity in the
twentieth century. Gotham has a
fresh, simplistic feel and readability.
We use three weights including:
light, medium and bold, as well as
matching italics.

Logo Spacing

PRIMARY COLOR
YELLOW

The main colors in the palette is
yellow and gray.

Do not change the size of any of the
logo elements.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Do not change proportions of the logo.
Do not use gradients or any other
effects such as drop shadows on
the logo.

Arial can work as a substitute if Gotham is not available.

LOGO USAGE
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COLOR
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CLEAR SPACE
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TYPOGRAPHY

“Our experience with Damon
was outstanding in the
rebranding of White Lotus
Group. Damon helped
transform our organization’s
brand both internally and
externally. The process
brought us closer together as a
team so everyone understood
the new messaging and overall
direction.”
Ashley Kuhn, Executive Vice President
White Lotus Group

DamonAndersen.com
Tel: 602.695.1305 | 221 East Indianola Avenue | Phoenix, AZ 85012
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